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iding a green Raleigh bicycle,
Emily Aune is streaking along
the banks of Oregon’s Willamette River on a path lined
with black cottonwoods and
bigleaf maples. She’s taking a scenic trail
through the city of Eugene’s Alton
Baker Park, a cyclists’ and runners’ paradise. But this time, she’s not commuting or out cruising for pleasure.
In her maintenance detail for the
city’s Parks and Open Space Department (POS), she’s ditched the usual
pickup truck. Instead, she’s part of the
department’s pedaling posse, manning a
new bicycle rigged with a matching
green trailer that POS just rolled out
last summer.
Pedaling to various tasks—from
landscaping to leaf, debris, and litter
pickups—her trailer scoots along
behind her. What might be seen as
grunt work to some is a green dream
job to this outdoorsy environmental
studies grad. “It’s absolutely gorgeous,”
she says. “I can avoid traffic and cut
through to get to landscaped beds by
the river. And along the trails, I can see
grassy beaches and gardens filled with
roses, viburnum, azaleas, and native
snowberries.” Even with the trailer,

Keeping it green, Michelle Perkins, left, and
Andrew Harris take a break along Eugene,
Oregon’s 12-mile Riverbank Path, which
connects parks along the Willamette River.
Crews for the city’s Parks and Open Space
Division use innovative, eco-friendly bicycle
trailers to maintain local parks.
P A R K S

Aune can keep pace with other bikers.
“I can go with the flow and be a part of
the whole trail-system culture rather
than an obstruction to it.”
The new, homegrown vehicle is helping the city save gas and cut carbon
emissions, all part of lessening its carbon footprint. It also makes work easier
while significantly reducing the wear
and tear that motorized maintenance
vehicles put on such trails, which are
heavily used by walkers, hikers, and
other cyclists. The green fleet even intermingled with a legion of track stars,
who were pounding the park’s trails
during the Beijing Olympic trials. Most
park departments mow, edge, and
remove debris and weeds on a regular
basis. But they do it differently in
Eugene, named the number one Green
City in the United States by National
Geographic’s Green Guide.
In keeping with many other sustainability initiatives it’s launched in recent
years, Parks and Open Space started a
program to maintain six neighborhood
parks—10 percent of the total in
Eugene—without using any chemical
pesticides. To reduce the amount of
water, fertilizer, and manpower used,
POS conducted trials of different hardy,
low-maintenance, low-fertilizer grasses
on their public grounds.
This summer—as an alternative to
using pesticides—the agency will be
employing a herd of goats to clear invasive plants such as English Ivy on large
plots of land at Hendricks Park,
Eugene’s oldest park. After less than a
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“It makes sense for
us to look in the
direction of energy
and fuel reductions
and try to make our
operations work
better from an
efficiency
perspective.”
year in service, the bicycle rigs are very
well received in this city famously dedicated to walking, biking, and an ethos
of cultural change. Their easy maneuverability makes maintenance staff and
volunteers more accessible to park
patrons. But where the bicycles have
been an instant success, it’s been harder
to organize the goats. In this eco-corner
of the world, the nimble nibblers are
routinely rented out for their ability to
quickly chomp through thorny, invasive
plants.
Goats, bicycles, 78 miles of on-street
bike lanes, 28 miles of off-street paths,
and four bicycle bridges are all part of a
special Oregon style that might seem
hard to transplant to other locales. This
university town even boasts a volunteer
Huckleberry Patrol, cyclists dedicated
to removing graffiti. And until a few
years ago you could hail a tandem bicycle taxi at the train station. But how was
the idea of the bicycle rigs born?
Matt McRae, Eugene’s streamside
coordinator, saw a fellow park employee
rig up his bicycle to a small trailer
loaded with exhibit materials for an
Earth Day event and liked the idea.
“When I saw how functional it was, it
got me thinking about why we were
using the usual trucks for all of our
maintenance jobs?,” he says. Soon the
department commissioned a local
design firm to come up with a prototype. When the parts were ready, park
employees built the fleet.
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More cities than ever are embracing
greener practices in park facilities
maintenance, whether it’s updating
inefficient pumps and furnaces, using
organic fertilizers, reducing water
usage, switching to native plants, retiring old gas-guzzling weed-whackers, or
just buying more ecologically friendly
products. Many—such as Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Chicago, and
Sacramento—are also taking the ultimate measure: analyzing their carbon
footprint and realigning their entire
operations along sustainability lines.
According to David Broustis, utility
conservation manager for Seattle Parks
and Recreation, such sustainability
moves are part of a sensible strategy for
parks concerned with capital shortfalls
and long-term equipment maintenance.
His department has been undertaking a
swath of energy- and resource-efficien cy steps across the board, everything
from covers on swimming pools that
will reduce heat loss to high-efficiency
boilers that don’t use as much energy.
What many city park departments
are doing is as an extension of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors’ Climate Protection Task Force as well as state and local
efforts. “We’re under immense pressure
to run local governments in a way that
offers more services for less money, and
parks continue to be the first thing on
the chopping block,” says Jessie Israel,
marketing and enterprise manager with
Washington states’ King County Parks
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and Recreation Division. “So it makes
sense for us to look in the direction of
energy and fuel reductions and try to
make our operations work better from
an efficiency perspective.”
Governments at all levels are looking
at ways to green their operations and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions, but
the idea of local parks looking at their
own environmental impact is relatively
new. That’s changing, however. Last
year, the New York City Department of
Parks and Recreation determined that
its materials for park benches were all
wrong. After searching for an alternative, the department identified the ecobench, an eco-friendly, durable product
that is structurally like wood and fully
recyclable. Designers of the bench suggested that the department choose vendors close to the parks in question to
reduce the cost of transportation fuel.
City and county parks in particular
offer a variety of nonmotorized modes
of transportation—from bikes to scooters to rollerblades—on miles of trails
for visitors and parks employees. Often
situated in compact, walkable neighborhoods with sidewalks, city parks consume less energy and water, which
automatically gives them a smaller carbon footprint.
In an effort to get people out of their
cars, Portland, Oregon, quadrupled its
network of trails, achieving a feat that
may be unparalleled by any other
American city: While its population
grew 14 percent, the city’s car use went
up only 8 percent.
But while some agencies, parks,
forests, and public lands are doing great
things such as filtering toxins from the
air and absorbing carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gases, they are also
producing a lot of their own pollution.
“Park maintenance is fairly fuel-intensive work,” says Eugene’s McRae, who
manages teams of volunteers. “The bulk
of us are driving around in trucks. We
don’t sit at computers.”
Running down a litany of fossilbased small engines used in parks,
including backpack blowers and weedwhackers, McRae continues: “Most of

our motors are diesel, with 20 percent
using biodiesel. That’s valuable, but
there are questions about whether
biodiesel is really any more sustainable.”
According to the National Park Service,
biodiesel produces 30 percent less carbon, but it can also produce high levels
of nitrous oxide.
Creative solutions abound. Planting
trees that drop fewer leaves along trails
require less leaf blowing. Responding to
complaints about noise and pollution,
the Seattle park department is experimenting with two no-blow parks. In
Eugene, the diesel that powers chainsaws used for tree pruning has been
exchanged for vegetable oil. “That’s a
real improvement,” notes McRae. “The
oils aren’t really burned. They just lubricate the chain and help it move.” And at
King County parks, motorized Gator
utility vehicles—used for such tasks as
parking enforcement—may soon be
replaced by electric Gators.
Lately, more local park systems have
been greening their maintenance and
operations out of sheer necessity. This
year, Seattle’s Parks and Recreation
Department vows to reduce its fuel use
by 10 percent. Last year, the goal was
to reduce their carbon footprint by 625
metric tons, just in its own operations,
while also saving between $150,000 and
$200,000 from such items as replaced
equipment and by adjusting work
schedules to reduce fuel.
Could other parks go as far as Eugene by putting more of its workforce
on bicycles? “We’re not there yet,” says
Seattle’s Paul Wilkinson. However, the
city’s Facilities Department does have
its park rangers on bicycles, which
can speed to the scene of a crime or
an emergency more nimbly than squad
cars.
King County parks are too spread
out to put maintenance crews on bicycles, so one of their answers to the carbon footprint issue is to move many
employees to flex-time, saving fuel costs
on work dispatches as well as on
commutes.
As a way to cut down on garbage
pickups, many city and county park and

recreation departments—among them
Cincinnati—have begun investing in
solar-operated trash compacters. These
gizmos, called BigBelly compactors, use
solar power to actually text a message
to headquarters saying, “We’re full.”
Recently, Tacoma, Washington’s
metro parks agency hired a sustainability consultant to recommend where it
might best green its operations. What

high-ticket item surfaced? The agency’s
electricity? Office paper use? Swimming pools? The consultant’s conclusion: Curb your employees’ enthusiasm
for driving.
Granted, the green guru didn’t suggest bicycle-drawn carts. But are they
so outlandish? Maybe this idea and others like it are cutting to the chase for a
smarter, climate-sensitive future. P&R
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